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Okura no Ohitashi オクラのお浸し 
 

 
Okra Steeped in Soy-Tinged Broth  

(garnished with toasted sesame or katsuo-bushi bonito flakes) 
 
 

 
 
To flash-blanch bring a pot of water to a rolling boil over high heat. Add the 
okra and when the water returns to a boil, cook for 1 minute. If you are adept at 
chopsticks, use them to remove the flash-blanched okra from the pot and 
transfer the okra to a non-reactive container (glass, ceramic or enamel). Or, 
use a strainer or tongs to transfer from pot to container. 
 

DO NOT “refresh” the blanched okra in ICE WATER! 
 
As food cools it absorbs the flavor of the surrounding liquid – you don’t want 
the okra to taste like cold water... you want it to be umami-enhanced by dashi 
or other flavorful broth. Add a drop of soy sauce to the stock to deepen flavor. 
 
The Japanese call this method “steeping” (HITASU 浸す). Okra can be 
steeped ahead and held in the refrigerator for several days. When ready to 
serve, remove from the steeping broth. A popular way to finish the dish off is to 
garnish with either toasted sesame seeds OR pan-roasted katsuo-bushi 
flakes). 

The Japanese technique for preparing okra 
heightens its color (jade green) and flavor 
(reminiscent of green beans and/or asparagus) while 
limiting its sticky texture.  
 
There are FOUR KEY POINTS: 
 

1. Trimming away the ridge at stem end 
(KEZURI-TORU 削り取る) 

2. Salt-rubbing the pod (SHIO-ZURI 塩ずり) 
3. Flash-blanching YUGAKU 湯掻く 
4. Steeping in cold dashi stock or broth 

(HITASU 浸す) 
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NOTE: A simple stock can be made with just kombu (kelp) and tap or bottled water. 
The four types of kombu most commonly found in Asian markets are from top to 
bottom: ma kombu, Rausu kombu, Rishiri kombu, Hidaka kombu. Any (or 
combinations of several) will make a flavorful broth by soaking in tap or bottled water 
for a minimum of 20 minutes (and up to 12 hours). If you will be soaking kombu for 
more than a few hours, or its a warm day, cover and refrigerate. 
  
For deeper, rounder flavor, place the kombu and water in a pot over low heat. 
Gradually apply heat until you see a few bubbles appear to travel from the bottom of 
the pot to the surface. That is about 70 degrees Celsius/ 160 Fahrenheit, the ideal 
temperature for extracting umami seibun (flavor-enhancing glutamates) but not 
activating bitter tannins. Let the warm kombu broth cool naturally before refrigerating 
for longer storage (up to 3 days). Use this kombu dashi broth in any recipe that calls 
for stock. 
 

  


